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Presenter
Transforming the Dairy Value Chain PGP: Seven-year programme involving $170 million in funding $85m from the Ministry for Primary Industries, $85m from industry and farmers.Five themes of innovation and R&D from pre-farmgate through to post-farmgate and beyond: $98 million to be spent pre- and $72 million to be spent post-.Benefits tipped to be $2.7 billion annually by 2025.



The Mission: 
$170 million, seven-year 
collaboration  
between MPI and industry 
to build a smarter, more  
sustainable dairy industry 

Three key challenges . . . 



Economic 

Presenter
In 2010 the Government set a target of doubling the value of primary sector exports. Transforming the Dairy Value Chain Primary Growth Partnership aims to contribute an extra $2.7 billion to the economy every year by 2025 through science and innovation that drives better management on farm, maximises the power of data and new tools, and which enables new products in current markets and opens new opportunities around the globe.
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Presenter
Fonterra is pouring more milk into its value-add business – it’s aiming for 10 billions litres by 2025, which will help the co-op and industry diversify while still maximising revenue from commodity returns. Behind that is accelerated R&D supported by the Transforming the Dairy Value Chain PGP programme.



Sustainability 

Presenter
Set alongside those important economic goals were ones that involved better protecting the land, the people and the animals that are crucial to the sustainability of the country’s greatest industry.A major challenge to the programme was to find innovative new tools and practices that would lessen the impact of agriculture on the environment while acknowledging its role in feeding the world and the national economy.



Improved profitability of 
existing dairy land 

Growth in 
sustainable land 
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On Farm Impacts 
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Presenter
Tim, I understand you know a great deal more than me and can speak to this slide?...



Building capability 

Presenter
Science and innovation was targeted to enable growth in capability behind the farm-gate in new training, accreditation and certification schemes. The challenge was also to grow a smarter, healthier and more sustainable dairy workforce, including the need for people to fill more service roles and food scientists and technologists to produce new value-add products for greater returns to the industry and economy.



Transforming the Dairy Value Chain PGP 

Delivering now . . .  



IrrigationNZ 
22 Accredited 

117 certified 

QCONZ 
21 
certified 

Dairy Farm Systems  
People Management 

In progress 
DairyNZ 
252 certified 

On sustainability . . . 

Presenter
TtT February 20166 certification/accreditation programmes (as per slides) as well as 5 informal recognition programmes and numerous capability build programmes.Giving farmers and rural professionals greater confidence that they have access to the best advice and innovative tools to manage their nutrient and effluent needs and limit impacts on the environment.Much of the above achieved by working with the fertiliser, irrigation and nutrient industries, but also with regional councils to help farmers better meet their requirements on sustainability.
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Presenter
Also: Thanks to the Transforming the Dairy Value Chain programme, every region around the country now has its own Riparian Guide with region-specific information.Riparian planners developed by DairyNZ, through the programme, were given an Outstanding Achievement award by the NZ Association of Resource Management.



On the economics . . . 

Presenter
Fonterra’s food structure science and technology, supported and accelerated by the PGP programme, has been described as some of the very best in the world. Just as importantly it is leading to significant returns for the industry and national economy. 



300m 
Pizzas topped with 

Fonterra 
mozzarella each 

year, including half 
of all pizzas in 

China 

$36b 
Global 
pizza 

market 

$72m 
Development of 
Clandeboye on 

back of PGP 
innovation 

6 hours 
Time to produce 
Fonterra mozz – 
from traditional 
three months 

Presenter
Fonterra’s game-changing mozzarella technology, enabled by the support of PGP, gave the co-op the confidence to spend $72 million on expanding its Clandeboye plant, creating 25 permanent new jobs.The plant is already at capacity producing the cheese for half the pizzas in China in a global market worth many billions of dollars.The science is pointing Fonterra towards potentially money-spinning advances in other value-add products and new markets around the globe, including in creams, beverages and infant formula.



Presenter
Fonterra has won four New Zealand Innovation Awards on the trot. Three of the four – mozzarella, milk-fingerprinting and its research into paediatric nutrition, have been supported by the PGP.



On building 
capability. . . 

Presenter
Possibly the greatest pointer to a prosperous future is the PGP investment in people – on projects growing a smarter, healthier, happier, sustainable dairy workforce – from behind the farm-gate to the factories and beyond to our world-renowned dairy research facilities and universities.
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Presenter
More than 9000 young people given a taste of opportunities available in the dairy industry through PGP-supported initiatives co-ordinated by the likes of NZ Young Farmers and the Primary Industry Capability Alliance.Initiatives include Agri-kids, TeenAg and the Leadership Pathway Programme to empower future dairy leaders. In our universities and research centres, PGP is supporting students and researchers working towards the next great breakthrough. Just as importantly, the Transforming the Dairy Value Chain programme is enabling award-winning innovation to keep farmers and rural professionals happier and healthier, to help the industry retain its best and brightest.



~1,000 rural professionals and farmers trained 
14 organisations licenced 

Australia and New Zealand Mental Health Services Conference  
Best Mental Health Promotion/Illness Prevention 

Presenter
DairyNZ’s GoodYarn initiative was developed with WellSouth Primary Health Organisation. Its implementation was accelerated by PGP support. It is supporting Farmer wellness, mobilising a network of support for farmers experiencing tough times. Through the Good Yarn close to 1000 RPs have been trained to recognise stress and illness and respond. Many organisations are now purchasing licensees – self-sustaining. Extremely positive feedback and evidence of positive action as a result. 14 organisations have come on board, including Fonterra, Rabobank, LIC, the Pharmacy Guild and several rural support trusts. We are presently in conversations with ASB Bank, Primary ITO and NZ Young Farmers.As part of a licensing and training scheme, GoodYarn has been adopted nationally by a number of organisations, including Fonterra, Rabobank, the Pharmacy Guild and rural support trusts. “Tanker drivers are our biggest team of people that spend time onfarm and they recognised that they could benefit from some tools in the box to help with the conversations they were having with farmers.” Terry Buckingham“This season we are delivering GoodYarn workshops to our 1500 tanker drivers,It is now being adopted by other organisations, including Fonterra, Rabobank and the Pharmacy Guild of New Zealand. This is supporting Farmer wellness – mobilised a network of support for farmers experiencing tough times. Through the Good Yarn – reached over 800 RPs in being able to recognise and respond. Many organisations now purchasing licensees – self-sustaining. Extremely positive feedback and evidence of positive action as a result.14 organisations have come on board, including LIC, CRV, Farmlands, Ospri, the Pharmacy Guild and several rural support trusts. We are presently in conversations with ASB Bank, Primary ITO and NZ Young Farmers.Mental Health: DairyNZ, in association with southern primary health organisation WellSouth, developed GoodYarn, a mental health initiative supported by the TDVC. As a result close to 1000 farmers and rural professionals around the country have been given tips on how to maintain mental wellness, spot stress and mental ill-health and then help those who need it.The initiative won an international award in August when it was named Australasia’s joint best Mental Health Promotion/Illness Prevention Scheme. It was the only rural scheme to win an award.As part of a licensing and training scheme, GoodYarn has been adopted nationally by a number of organisations, including Fonterra, Rabobank, the Pharmacy Guild and rural support trusts. “Tanker drivers are our biggest team of people that spend time onfarm and they recognised that they could benefit from some tools in the box to help with the conversations they were having with farmers.” Terry Buckingham“This season we are delivering GoodYarn workshops to our 1500 tanker drivers,



Presenter
GoodYarn is an award-winning mental health initiative. It was judged best joint Mental Health Promotion/Illness Prevention scheme at an Australia and New Zealand mental health conference on August 25. It was the only rural-focused scheme to be recognised.



Transforming the Dairy Value Chain PGP 

Delivering for the future . . . It’s about people 

Presenter
Which brings us to the future … which is about harnessing the power generated by that PGP collaboration to increase the power of our people on farm and beyond…



Cecile de Klein: 
Principal 
Scientist, 
AgResearch 
 

Helen Thoday: Animal welfare  
and husbandry team developer 

 
  
 

Nick Tait and Logan Bowler:  
Environment extension specialists 

Presenter
In making our industry more sustainable it’s people like :Cecile de Klein, who is reducing the impact of greenhouse gas emissions in agriculture by developing better tools to help farmers achieve this.Helen Thoday is developing new ways and guidelines to help farmers and rural professionals meet new regulations and requirements around animal welfare.Nick Tait and Logan Bowler:  Both are working with farmers, industry and regional councils to develop innovativenew tools and better effluent management systems that help to lessen the impact of farming on the environment. 



Andrew Cooke: 
Rezare Systems 

Chad Harland: LIC PhD student  
and researcher, Belgium 
 

Callum Eastwood and Dana Carver: DNZ 

Presenter
To make our businesses more profitable and robust the PGP is supporting Andrew Cooke: Developing industry codes and standards to make handling data easier and more secure, and delivery mechanisms that link different parts of the industry to help maximise the analytical power of data.Chad Harland: Finding new ways to promote genetic variation that enhance an animal’s productivity while reducing its impact on the environment.Callum Eastwood: Part of a team researching the development and adoption of precision dairy tools and how they might help farms in areas such as labour efficiency, production and animal health.Dana Carver: Working to develop award-winning initiatives like GoodYarn that promote farmer wellness and grow a happy, healthy dairy workforce.



Cather Simpson:  
Auckland University  
Associate Professor 

Aaron Fanning: Research Scientist, Fonterra 

Sunny George Gwanpua, Zespri, and 
Graeme Gillies, Fonterra 

Presenter
Future insights and possible new products will delivered by researchers and scientists such as …Cather Simpson: Uses spectroscopy, a technique that analyses a substance’s interaction with light, to gain greater knowledge of milk composition.Aaron Fanning: Researching how dairy products and proteins can improve the mobility of the ageing population.Sunny George Gwanpua: The Cameroon man’s PGP-supported image analysis and mathematical models could save Zespri millions of dollars in ‘soft’ fruit and help to open new markets.Graeme Gillies: Research by Graeme and others into food structure has supported development of mozzarella and construction of Fonterra’s $72 million Clandeboye expansion.
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